TREE TOP WALK MOTEL

Cornelius the Cat
,

Cornelius was a stunning fellow who had been simply

used his whole life as nothing more than a machine to
father kittens. Cornelius was housed in very poor
conditions, kept in a cage and only handled by his
breeder when it was time to do his ‘job’. As you can
imagine, this is not a life for any animal and it had
severely affected Cornelius and his behaviour. Unlike the
normal out-going, vivacious, talkative Siamese, Cornelius
was quiet and withdrawn, afraid and angry and he was
spending much of his days hiding.
We hoped to find someone REALLY special to love this
sweet boy and thanks to the kindness of one lady, we
did. Cornelius was spotted by Pauline at The Tree Top
Walk Motel in Walpole and began a new life in a large
enclosure where it was expected that he would live his
life ‘hanging out’ in a way that suited him e.g. not going
anywhere near humans ever again.'

Around Christmas-time 2017 Pauline brought Cornelius
to live at the Motel so that he had company during the
day. He acclimatised slowly in his new domain, getting
used to the office environment he had to share with
Pauline, staff members and Ttyler, Pauline’s German
Shepherd who goes everywhere with her and also
spends every day at the office.

Due to the loving care Pauline has bestowed upon
Cornelius he is now very healthy and comfortable in his
new home. He has developed confidence enough to
“play” with Ttyler and the two have developed to be great
companions.

http://safe.asn.au/safe-branches/safe-avon-valley
How lovely to hear from you that Cornelius might be a mascot.
What a wonderful way to get more people hearing about the
plight of some 'breeding' animals. Below is the info we used
last October for our quiz night. Each table had a profile of an
animal on it with details in this case, of Pauline and her motel.
We had more info about his life now but Pauline can fill you in
better than us on that.
I saw him a few times at the foster home and I can tell you that
he looked like if he could have, he would have killed everyone,
including himself (see the second pic). Even our very experienced cat fosterer didn't look the other way when she was
feeding and cleaning him! But it was just terribly sad because
you knew that this had been done to him on purpose by someone who was selling his babies and acting like they loved
these cats.
We only got a couple of pics as we knew it wouldn't be what
made someone want him.
We would love to hear more about what happens if you have
the time.
Sincere thanks,
Nicola, Freedom and all at SAFE AV

